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Law students out 
of touch with their 
professors 
Amy Bloom (front) and Patricia Johnson (back), second-year law students, knock on their professor's office 
door. A study found that law students do not frequently discuss course concepts and career plans with 
. professors. NSU law faculty and students said that doesn't happen at the university. , ., 
Written by: 
KerenMoros 
The 2010 Law School Survey 
of Student Engagement, conducted 
by the Association of American 
Law Schools and the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, found that only 20 percent 
of law students frequently discuss 
course concepts with their professors 
. and 29 percent discuss career plans 
with them. 
The study ·also found that 
female law students are less likely 
than male students to ask questions 
in class. 
Robert Jarvis, professor of law, 
said that the survey's methodology is 
not thorough. 
"Two thirds of American law 
schools aren't being surveyed and in 
the one third that is being surveyed, 
we don't know who is answering the 
SEE LAW 3 
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Studies find students prefer 
self-esteelD boosting activities 
over sex 
A group of students talk in the Don Taft University Center. Two studies con'ducted at the University of Michigan showed that college students prefer to get self-
esteem boosts over seeing their best friend, eating their favorite food, having sex or getting a good grade. 
Written by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
Two studies conducted by 
professors at the University of 
Michigan revealed that college stu-
dents prefer activities that boost 
their self-esteem over other social 
activities such as hanging out with 
friends, eating or having sex. 
The studies examined a com-
bined 282 college students by asking 
them to rate how much they wanted 
those things at the moment of the 
survey and in general. 
Ralph E. Cash, Ph.D., associate 
professor of psychology in the Center 
for Psychological Studies, said, "But 
self-esteem is somewhat different 
from most of the other rewards 
because most of the other rewards 
are associated with a physical drive." 
The authors concluded that the 
students' preference for self-esteem 
boosts could be due to the way they 
were raised. 
Cash agreed. 
"Many parents bring up 
their children as little princesses 
and princes and teach them 
from a very young age that 
SEE SELF· ESTEEM 2 
FCC order regulates Internet service providers 
Written by: 
KerenMoros 
By June, the "Preserving 
the Open Internet" order, or net 
neutrality, will go intO effect. 
The order, issued by the Federal 
Communications Commission on 
Dec. 23, will control the way 
Internet service providers regulate 
the Internet. Net neutrality requires 
broadband providers to be clear 
in their terms of service, rates, 
conditions and other factors . It forbids 
providers from blocking lawful 
content, applications and services. 
It also prohibits fixed broadband 
providers from discriminating 
against traffic on their networks. 
David R. Cleveland, associate 
professor of law, said the law keeps 
the Internet open for people to get 
what they want. 
"What the FCC fears is that 
Internet service providers could 
discriminate against content such as 
their competitors' advertisements," 
Cleveland said. "They fear the 
creation of a system where people 
have to pay more to get more features. 
They say that the Internet should 
be neutral. It shouldn't preference 
other data over other data because of 
Internet service providers." 
Cleveland said that there are 
oppositions to the rules. 
"Opponents say we live in a 
free market, and if they feel the 
ISPs need to charge more, so be it. 
[They say] it's too much government 
interference," he said. 
While the first rule, called 
transparency, requires ISPs to 
publicly disclose information about 
their management practices, an 
ISP can still charge customers for 
SI;E NET NEUTRALITY 2 
Julius Genachowski, FCC chairman proposed the "Preserving the Open Internet" order, or net neutrality, in December. The order, which controls the way Internet 
service providers regulate the Internet, will take effect by June. 
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SELF-ESTEEM from 1 NET NEUTRALITY from 1 
they're special," he said. 
The first study asked 130 
students to rate how much they liked 
food, sex and self-esteem only. 
Cash said someone could be 
addicted to self-esteem but it must be 
correctly assessed, which he did not 
think the study did. 
different 1evels of Internet service, 
but they must clearly inform 
consumers. 
discrimination would be blocking 
spam, viruses or malware. But you 
could see why a partner of a service 
provider would want to pay so that 
its services would be faster than a 
similar service." 
"Largely, what the rules do 
preserve the Internet the way it 
now, so this is not a big change 
Wigfield said. "[Users] shouldr 
notice a huge change. But when thl 
do sign up for Internet service, thl 
should have better information abo 
the service." 
Baa Tran, junior finance major, 
agreed with the results. 
"I think getting an A is better 
than spending time having sex, 
drinking or wasting time. I think 
most people with common sense 
would think about studying and 
getting a career now and worry 
about that stuff later." 
Cash said, "We should be very 
cautious when using 'addiction' 
referring to things that may not 
necessarily produce a physiological 
dependency." 
Cleveland said that in the third 
rule "unreasonable discrimination" 
means that ISPs cannot discriminate 
or prioritize content on the network. Wigfield said the rules will not 
create noticeable changes in the use 
of the Internet. 
Mark Wigfield, spokesperson 
for the FCC said, "Reasonable 
The second study asked ' 152 
students to rate their desire for 
self-esteem boosts over getting 
other rewards including getting a 
paycheck, seeing their best friend 
and drinking alcohol. 
Steven Bell, freshman psycho-
logy major, disagreed with the results. 
"The feeling you get hanging 
out with friends is better than getting 
a compliment," he said. 
Since students valued self-
esteem so much, researchers also 
looked into the possibility of 
students being addicted to self-
esteem. They asked students how 
much they wanted self-esteem and 
how much they liked it. If students 
answered they wanted it more than 
they liked it, researchers said it could 
be a sign of addiction. 
The studies also showed that, 
although both men and women 
preferred self-esteem over sex, men 
valued sex more than women. 
However, Cash said there the 
results of the studies may not apply 
to everyone. The students in the 
studies were mostly Caucasian and, 
Cash said, . culture could affect the 
way people feel about self-esteem. 
Age could also be a factor, he said. 
"But I don't have any particular 
reason to believe that college 
students at other universities are 
any different. So, there is some 
generalizability," he said. 
The studies were published 
in the Journal of Personality last 
month. They are also online at 
http://onlineli brary. wiley . 
com/doi/10 . lll1/j .1467 -6494 . 
2010.00712.xlpdf. 
Organizations repaint Current 
tradition·al. blocks~'7';;"'= ' ~.~ :!!."!"..:.~r:~~::;: 
t_ .;(, 
Sagir Patel. sophomore biology maior, (left) and Shivali Patel, iunior biology maior, (right) repaint the Indian Student Association block on Jan. 23. 
Although, their block was not damaged last Oecember, members of the ISA took ~he opportunity to change the block's deSign. 
Written by: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
Last week, 22 student clubs and organizations 
repainted the blocks that represent their organizations 
on the sidewalk between the Parker Building and the 
Don Taft University Center. 
The blocks were painted in December, but 
were ruined when a maintenance worker pressure-
washed them. 
Jennifer Goetzl, graduate assistant for Inter-
Organizational Council, said, "One of the biggest 
things is that IOC wants every organization on 
campus to be represented. Also, commuters go that 
way and we want to pull them in so that they get 
involved on campus." 
Many of the organizations with ruined blocks 
were upset that their work was washed away. 
Niva Shah, senior biology major, said, "We 
were working for seven hours [in December] and 
the next day we saw everything was gone. It was 
really disappointing." 
The Society of Anirne, Games, and Enter-
tainment also got a second chance to repaint their 
block, but said that having to repaint the blocks 
was an inconvenience. 
"I'm supposed to be studying for my MCATs," 
said Nergess Taheri, senior biology major, SAGE 
president. 
The repainting also gave other organizations, 
whose blocks were not ruined, the opportunity to 
redeSign them. 
Darshan Solanki, junior biology major and 
president of the Indian Student Association, said, . 
"We thought our design was too simple and we 
wanted it to look nice, especially since it is our 
first block." . 
As is part of the tradition, IOC also hosted a 
contest for the best block. Awards will be given for 
first, second, and third places. The organization 
with the best block will receive $150, second place 
will receive $100 and third place will receive $50. 
Winners will be announced on Feb. 3 at the next 
IOC meeting. 
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LAW from 1 
surveys," he said. "I wouldn't put a 
lot of faith in it. They're not doing 
controlled studies." 
However, James Levy, associate 
professor of law, said that the survey 
seemed to get a good response rate. 
Levy said he believed that the 
survey's findings about female 
engagement in class mirrored past 
sllrveys that indicate that women 
are more reluctant to talk in class 
than men. 
"I don't think we have a 
particular problem at NSU, but I 
think it's probably something that 
professors should be sensitive to 
because there are earlier reports 
saying the same thing," he said. 
Raymond Traendly, first-year 
law student, said that, from his 
experience, female law students are 
very involved in class .. 
"I . suppose that if the 
participants in the study aren't 
inclined to participate in class it 
might be because the law profession 
is seen as an 'old boys' club' 
maybe not so much now but there 
still may be some tensions there," 
said Traendly. 
Levy said he was surprised to 
learn that students do not frequently 
News 
discuss the course with their 
professors. He also said this was not 
. the case at NSU. 
"I think many teachers enjoy 
meeting with the students, and that's 
one of the things that makes the job 
satisfying. It might be that we make 
ourselves available, b!lt students still 
·feel intimidated about coming to talk 
to us after class," he said. 
Sara Noon, second-year 
law student, said that other 
responsibilities keep students 
from keeping in touch with their 
professors. 
"I think as you get further 
along, you don't think you need as 
much help, and your classes aren't as 
complicated," she said. "By the time 
they get to their third year, a lot of 
people have jobs and don't have time 
to meet with their professors." 
Levy said he hopes to see a 
change in the results of these types 
of surveys. 
"Surveys like this will just 
sensitize professors that there still 
may be a problem out there and 
we still have to do more to make 
the classroom a more comfortable 
environment for everyb.ody," he said. 
If you knew what you 
• • were missing, you 
would become 
a fan, too . . 
SeaRCH . FOR THe CURRenT 
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News 
Briefs 
NSU faculty member designated 
a Fulbright Specialist 
Joseph Harbaugh, professor of 
law and Dean Emeritus became 
the first NSU faculty member 
to be deSignated a Fulbright 
Specialist in Negotiation and 
Mediation. Harbaugh plans to 
teach negotiation at Roma Tre 
University in Italy this summer. 
The institution is NSU's aca-
demic partner. 
NSU provides free dental 
services to violence victims 
NSU is using a $850,000 grant 
from the U.S. Health Resources 
and Services Administration 
to provide dental services to 
domestic violence victims. Child-
ren of the victims can also 
receive free services. 
Pembroke Pines reconsiders 
pricy memorial 
Pembroke Pines city commis-
sioners are reconsidering building 
an elaborate 9/11 memorial. The 
nearly $1 million plan would be 
funded with leftover culture and 
arts funds from previous years 
as well as increased taxes for 
the residents through 2035. But 
the final price was more than 
estimated. The commission will 
review the project again before 
making a decision. 
Gay parenting most common 
in the South' 
A census conducted last year 
showed that same-sex child 
rearing is most common in the 
South. Gary Gates, a demo-
grapher in the University of 
California, identified the pattern. 
He said Black and Hispanic gay 
couples are twice as likely to 
raise children. Jacksonville is 
one 0f the cities with the hig~est 
number of gay families in the 
country, according to the latest 
data of the Census Bureau. 
Raises for the farm workers 
Florida farm workers got a raise 
last week from an agreement 
between local tomato growers 
and several corporate food 
companies. The farmers, who 
fought for the raise for more 
than a decade, received an 
increase of about a penny 
more for every pound of fruit 
harvested. Many big buyers, 
like McDonald's, agreed to the 
new rules. Farmers, who have 
one of the lowest salaries in the 
country, are expecting to add 
thousands to their income. 
2010 shatters heat records 
The year 2010 tied for the 
warmest year globally with 
2005 and was the wettest ever 
recorded . The land surface tem-
peratures were 1.8 degrees 
Fahrenheit higher than the 
20th century average. The 
data provided by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration suggests that global" 
warming is still a valid and 
dangerous issue. 
Zodiac sign introduced 
Due to the changes in the tilt of 
the earth's axis, zodiac signs 
have 'shifted by abOtlt a month 
and a 13th sign, Ophiuchus, 
was added. According to astro-
nomers and astrologers, the 
recently-popular news was 
known for thousands of years, 
since the ancient Babylonians. 
However, professionals assure 
that the previous zodiac signs 
are still valid and the changes 
apply only to those born 
after 2009. 
Gabrielle Giffords transferred 
to Texas hospital 
Congresswoman Gabrielle Gif-
fords was transferred to Texas 
to continue her recovery on Jan. 
21 . Reports said that although 
the congresswoman's health im-
proves every day, she is not ready 
for rehabilitation. Giffords was 
shot in the head during a killing 
spree in Tuscon, which left 13 
people wounded and six dead. 
4 
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT 
BEN MULVEY 
W1itten by: 
KerenMoros 
Ben Mulvey, Ph.D., associate 
professor of philosophy at the 
Farquhar College of Arts and 
Sciences, has enough books in his 
office to open a small bookstore. His 
library reflects the close connection 
between his hobbies and his 
profession. 
"I'd be reading these books 
anyway," Mulvey said. "I've 
always been a philosopher, but 1 
was fortunate ,enough to change it 
from amateur status to professional 
status." 
After high school, Mulvey 
traveled around the country, visiting 
almost every state and taking odd 
jobs wherever he went. He worked 
as a janitor, dishwasher, short-order 
cook, house painter, mechanic, gas 
station attendant and fish market 
worker. He dropped in and out of 
several schools. 
He decided to attend school full 
time while working at a gas station 
and realizing that hewanted more out 
of life. 
"What drove me to philosophy 
. were life-long encounters with 
people who raised interesting 
philosophical questions," he said. 
"And when I realized that these 
questions were things that were 
studied by philosophers for thous-
ands of years, I thought, 'Wow, I'd 
like to study that. ", 
Mulvey attended the University 
of Florida, which was then called 
Florida Technological University. He 
received his master's and doctorate 
degrees at Michigan State University. 
He said he tries to show students 
how philosophy has a practical goal. 
"It's not some abstract intel-
lectual exercise," he said. "There are 
practical applications in particular 
that in the most general sense can 
make you happy and help you 
achieve happiness and well-being in 
your life." 
For Mulvey, philosophy can 
also be applied to our civic discus-
sions. He said it is disturbing 
that public discourse has become 
superficial and divisive. 
"It seems that the loudest voices 
in our society, often those voices that 
belong to important decision makers, 
are used to articulate nothing but 
vague cliches or wishful thinking 
or insults," he said. "Philosophy is 
all about clear, reasoned thinking, 
which is basically just the opposite 
of what's emphasized in our culture 
these days, so I feel like I'm swim-
ming upstream all the time." 
Mulvey, who has been teaching 
at NSU since 1988, said that he 
takes a "benevolent drill sergeant" 
approach to teaching . . 
Ben Mulvey is an associate professor of philo· 
sophy in the Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences, 
"1 try to challenge them and 
demand that they stretch themselves 
intellectually," he said. "I use 
humor a lot to keep people engaged 
and awake. Nobody sleeps in 
my classes." 
Mulvey is interested in 
biomedical ethics and is a member of 
the board of advisers to the Florida 
Bioethics iNetwork, an 'organization 
of people from 'different professions 
who try to . 'provide "biomedical 
ethics education to the medical 
community as well as influence 
Florida legislation. He was also on 
the medical ethics committee board 
of Broward General Hospital for 
11 years, an experience he said was 
interesting and rewarding. 
Another of his hobbies is 
dancing. ,After taking ballroom 
dancing lessons for a few years, 
he visited Argentina and fell in 
love with the Argentine tango. He 
took tango lessons for a year after 
returning from Argentina. 
Mulvey loves to travel and has 
been to London, Paris, Buenos Aires, 
Montreal, Amsterdam, Athens, 
Rome, Chicago, San Francisco and 
Boston, which he calls "the great 
cities of the world." 
"I like to see the places where 
great thinkers did their thinking," 
he said. "And I like to see the way 
people live together outside the 
United States." 
Mulvey teaches his students 
this same flexibility in their thinking. 
"One of my most significant 
methods of teaching is to get 
students to see alternatives to their 
own ways of thinking and living 
because sometimes there are better 
ways - ways that would make them 
happier," he said. 
Ultimately, Mulvey applies 
philosophy in his own life. 
"It's helped me to have a 
reasonable sense of priorities among 
my values." 
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Human trafficking 
prevalent in the u.s 
Written by: 
Sall1antha Harfenist 
It's hard to know · how many 
victims of human trafficking there 
are in America. The U.S. State 
Department estimates that 17,000 
women, girls and boys are sold 
through the human sex trade every 
year in the U.S . The Department 
of Justice's estimates are higher -
between 100,000 and 300,000. 
Studies have found that Florida 
is among the three most highly 
concentrated states in the U.S. for 
human trafficking. 
Judith Orihuela, spokesperson 
for the FBI, said many Americans 
are not aware that human trafficking 
occurs in the U.S. 
"Human trafficking does 
happen here in the United States, 
which surprises a lot of people," said 
Orihuela. "Most people go about 
their daily lives and don't even think 
that someone they see or talk to might 
be a human trafficking victim." 
Human Trafficking in the U.S. 
occurs through various methods 
including luring victims from the 
Internet. Craigslist, a Web site where 
people search for jobs, apartments 
and roommates, has been the 
. subject of a nationwide human sex 
trafficking investigation. ::." 
" ,1'Orihuela 'said that ·every, day 
citizens become targets. 
"Most schemes advertise that 
they are looking for seasonal farm 
COURTESY OF WWW.STOPHUMANTRAFFICKING.C 
The Florida Coalition Against Human Trafficking advocates for victims of human trafficking. Florida is 0 
of the three most highly concentrated states in the U,S. for human trafficking. 
workers, nannies, hotel and restaur-
ant workers and domestic servants," 
she said. 
Orihuela said traffickers' 
recruiting online is an increasing 
issue. She warned people searching 
for jobs online to do careful research. 
"If it sounds too good to be true, 
it probably is," she said. 
Samantha Aguiar, freshman 
biology major, browses Craigslist 
periodically. She fears that she could 
be a target. 
"It's scary because it's a site 
'where you can look for jobs and 
normal thirigs: 'Arid now it's ' being 
eorfuptedt she 'said: I, !J'Y, l' 
Orihuela said that there are 
simple ways for people to protect 
themselves from online recruiters 
including performing basic Goog 
searches to confirm legitimacy 
advertisers, or to find red flags. S1 
also suggests requesting referra 
and pictures of housing, and seekir 
family advice before venturing I 
meet a seller. 
Imelda Buncab, national COl 
stituency director for the Not Fc 
Sale Campaign, an organization thi 
champions for the victims of huma 
trafficking, said that although th 
numbers of victims can vary fron 
the different sources, the overal 
conclusion is the same. 
.' . >'But' what we can ' say' . anc 
. ail' agree .to; is that if one persor 
is trafficked, enslaved, explOited; 
one person is already too many," 
Buncab said. 
At least look smart. 
The Current, Print Edition 
as .. 
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Travel during the best time of your life 
Written by: 
Alyssa Sterkel 
Saint ' Augustine once wrote, 
"The world is a book, and those who 
do not travel read only one page." 
What kind of world reader are you? 
Make college the best time 
of your life by going beyond the 
partying, studying and sleeping. Fly, 
drive or ride somewhere interesting 
and exotic instead. Here's why you 
should travel while you're in college. 
Travel to try new food. 
The U.S. may have every type of 
restaurant known to mankind, but 
nothing compares to eating food 
in the place of its origin. Instead of 
going to Japanese, Italian or Greek 
restaurants, eat food made in Japan, 
Italy or Greece. Eat and taste the 
other countries' delicacies from the 
people who follow recipes passed 
down for generations. 
Travel to meet new people. 
You may already know people from 
different nationalities, religions and 
cultures, but why not meet a Filipino 
in the Philippines, an Australian in 
Australia, or a Spaniard in Spain? Be 
the nagging tourist and ask directions, 
get lost and meet people with accents 
you've never heard. 
Travel to reconnect with your 
roots. 1£ you're from Scotland, find 
out which clan you belong to and start 
planning your Scottish adventure. Or 
if you're Germ~, learn what city 
your grandparents came from, and 
,c" ~xp'lqre :where th~y met iI1).d where 
,,, they grew up, Find the places,where 
. . 
your grandparents' childhood stories 
took place. 
Travel to see new places. If 
you've already experienced the 
Grand Canyon, Times Square and 
Disney World, try the Eiffel Tower, 
the Taj Mahal or the Great Wall of 
China. Fly to France, India or China 
and admire a famous work of art up 
close, not just in a textbook. 
Travel to experience a place 
from your favorite book. Follow 
in the footsteps of the characters 
you love and travel to that city of 
romance, mystery or both. The 
fictional characters should not be 
the only ones who swim near the 
Great Barrier Reef off the coast of 
Australia, who walk around the 
y'atican in Italy or look at the Great 
Pyramids in Egypt. Experience the 
city you were immersed in for hours. 
Travel to create memories 
that will last a lifetime. Your time at 
NSU will give you lots of memories 
to tell your children. However, 
there is so much more out there. 
Fill a photo album with pictures 
from Peru, England or Brazil and 
tell your children about the stories, 
experiences and memories you 
received from each place. 
Because of traveling, I can say 
I went to the bathroom on a squat 
pot in Thailand, ate at McDonald's 
in Malaysia and swam in the Indian 
Qcean. But these are more than 
experiences I can tell people - they 
are memories that will always bring 
The Taj Mahal, in India is a popular historic site that many tourists visit. 
at the same time, you may want to 
go to one of NSU's travel programs. 
Travel study programs are scheduled 
one for 2012 and start packing now. 
This is the time in your life 
when you don't worry about paying 
a smile to myJace and remind m~ of " forGreece,Ala;:;k~ -,and Ecuaq?,.phis arnortgilge, who wijl;watcl1'Your dog 
the, adventure I experienGed, 'T'''-' year, but ,.if" your" schedule : -won't "', or .how much time .you; can , take off 
If you'd lil<~ to,traveLand-learn ,:a)low, for an ov.~rseas trip yet, plan ;,.; work.. Some, people qbsolutely have 
·;'1 
My first major client was Eastern 
Airlines, which at the time liked to 
brag that it was the largest airline 
in the free world. I produced and 
directed travel films for almost 
a decade, and as surprising as it 
sounds, I got tired of traveling. 
to worry about these things. Follow 
in Saint Augustine's footsteps and 
read the "world book" well past the 
first page. " ""~ ".':", 
An entrepreneur As luck would have it, one of the countries I filmed in, Chile, presented opportunities. When 
former dictator Augusto Pinochet 
left power in 1990, newly-formed 
TV networks needed content. I flew 
to Chile, pitched a few ideas to 
the new networks, and within two 
months, I had a primetime show on 
the air called "Machos." There was a 
point where I thought I'd be in Chile 
the rest of my life, but I missed the 
U.s. - my friends, my family, the 
culture, the infrastructure and the 
bigger pool of opportunity. I missed 
traveling. 
of travel sites. Once again, I had 
surrounded myself with a culture 
of digital aficionados and IT geeks, 
who helped create ICE Portal. In 
short, we put "heads in beds" by 
helping hotels, cruise ships and 
destinations create great visuals 
that are distributed to thousands of 
travel Web sites in nine languages. 
When you see a video or virtual tour 
of a hotel, like Sandals Resorts, on 
Expedia, Orbitz, Priceline or other 
travel sites, you've seen what we do. Written by: 
Henry Woorunan 
Henry R. Woodman is a 
second-year master of business 
administration in entrepreneurship 
student. His interests include golf, 
movies and fine wine. He also enjoys 
traveling, conducting his business, 
being with his family, and practicing 
a healthy lifestyle. He is a member of 
the Strategic Forum Student group. 
His favorite quote is "Every day I get 
up and look through the Forbes list 
of the richest people in America. If 
I'm not there, I go to work." 
My journey as an entrepreneur 
began more than 30 years ago with 
an addiction. It was 1979, and I was 
a sophomore at the University of 
Arizona in Tucson. I was addicted 
to video games. My muse was PAC-
MAN. One Saturday afternoon, I 
was sitting in a self-serve laundromat 
with a pocket full of quarters and 
two hours to waste jonesing for 
PAC-MAN. I went to my apartment, 
grabbed the yellow pages - there 
was no Internet, computer or 
Henry R, Woodman, first-year master's in business administration in entrepreneurship student, presents 
at an EyeforTravel conference 
mobile phones - and called every 
laundromat in Tucson. By the time 
I graduated, I had a video game set 
up in every laundromat but six, only 
because they declined. 
Using my skills from my degree 
in TV production and psychology, 
I formed a production company 
with a partner called WoodMark 
Productions to produce travel films. 
I moved back to my home town 
of Miami and contacted some old 
clients who asked if I could produce 
a CD-ROM. "Yes, of course," I lied. 
Like any good producer, I surrounded 
myself with people who knew what 
they were doing. We convinced the 
clients to create' a CD-ROM with 
new virtual reality tours. As a result, 
in 1997, I formed World Travelvision 
to produce digital content for the 
travel industry. 
Years later, clients asked if we 
could help distribute that content. 
Being client centric, I naively set 
out to build an Internet Content 
Exchange Portal, ICE Portal, to 
solve our clients' problem: how to 
distribute their visuals to thousands 
Three years ago, I was 
asked to present ICE Portal to 
the Strategic Forum, a group of 
business leaders in the community 
that meet monthly at NSU. The 
meetings include the Strategic 
Forum Student Group, a group of 
graduate business administration 
students who sit in and observe. 
Seeing the MBA students around 
the room gave me a thought: I ought 
to get an MBA. I love learning, and 
I'd appreciate it more than I would 
have 30 years earlier, when I had 
different priorities. After two years 
of procrastination, I enrolled in the 
MBA in entrepreneurship program. I 
love it, even as time constrained as 
my life is. As my grandmother, who 
was a concentration camp survivor, 
used to tell me, "The only thing they 
can't take nom you is the knowledge 
in your head." I consider myself very 
fortunate, and besides working hard, 
I attribute much of my good fortune 
to luck - being in the right place at 
the right time. 
6 Sports 
Women's basketball 
team struggles fo 
maintain record 
Lauren Marshall, senior guard, sets up for a shot during a game against Florida Southem College on Jan. 26. The women's team lost that game - marking their 
fourth straight loss of the season. 
Written by: 
Josh Streitner 
The women's basketball team 
began the 2010-2011 season with a 7-3 
record. It was the team's best start in 
university history. 
The team recorded more home 
wins than any other season. 
However, as Sunshine State Con-
ference play began on Dec. 4, the team 
struggled to maintain their record. 
At home, the Sharks lost to 
Eckerd College and lower ranked 
team and rival Lynn University. On 
Jan. 23, they lost to the University 
of Tampa. On Jan: 26, they lost to 
Florida Southern University, the 
number one team in the SSe. 
The team also struggled on the 
road. They've only won two away 
games so far. 
Kathrine Higier, women's 
basketball interim assistant coach 
said the team's low performance 
may negatively affect players' 
performance for the rest of the season. 
"I just think it is a mental 
biology major, said, "We start off 
really fiat, and for some reason, 
we don't really get started until the 
second half." 
Perez said it's up to the players 
to boost the team's performance. 
"We're physically prepared. 
Our coaches do a great job preparing 
us, but until we change our mindset 
and change our attitude we aren't 
going to win any games," said Perez. 
barrier," said Higier. "Getting up for However, Quinessa "Q" Johnson, 
away games is really important in junior guard, psychology major said 
this league and we're going to have .it is a heavy task. 
to tum ' it ' ar&iInd ih', th~ '~ecbnd' hhlf':" \< "We have more pressure on us now 
[of the season]." to win games at the e~d of the se~o~ .:. 
Priscilla Perez, senior 'guard, "'" anditwon'tbeeasY,"saldJohllson. ' .~. 
. .' - .' ,I •• ' 
Women's Track and Field 
Men's Track and Field The women's track and field team finished 3rd in 
their first meet of the season at Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach on Jan. 
22. They team competes again at 
The men's track and field team placed 4th at their 
first meet of the season at Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach on Jan. 
22. The team competes again at ERAU on Feb. 19. 
Men's Swimming and Diving 
The men's swimming and diving team won against 
Saint Leo University, 136-63, on Jan. 22. 
Men's Basketball 
The men's basketball team competed in three 
games last week. They won against Lynn 
University, 78-69, on Jan. 19. They lost, 78-86, in 
overtime, againstTampa University on Jan. 22. 
They also lost against Florida Southern College, 
81-85, on Jan. 26. 
ERAU on Feb. 19. 
Women's Basketball 
The women's basketball team lost all three 
games last week. They lost to Lynn University, 
64-56, on Jan. 19 and lost to Tampa University, 
64-79, on Jan. 22. They also lost, 56-86, to 
Florida Southern College on Jan. 26. 
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ON THE BENCH 
Commentary by: 
Juan GallQ 
Are you 
ready 
for SOlDe 
football? 
There's no better time to be 
a football fan in the U.S. It has 
been another great season full of 
joys and disappointments, heroes 
and losers and the mouth of Rex 
Ryan. Finally, only two teams 
remain. This Sunday, at 6:30 
p.m., the Green Bay Packers will 
battle the PittsbUrgh Steelers for 
the coveted Lombardi trophy 
and a piece of eternal football 
glory. Here's a quick recap on 
both teams. 
. The Green BayPackershad 
. tr'" a decent season, althpl)./ilh, at ope 
. point, it had the appearance of 
becoming monstrous faster than 
you could say "spoiled cheese." 
The team was plagued with 
injuries including losing starting 
tight-end, Jerrnichael Finley, in 
. week 5, starting running back; 
. Ryan Grant, in week 2, and 
even losing star quarterback, 
Aaron Rodgers, for a game 
due to a concussion. However, 
their stellar defense helped 
them get through with a 10~6 ' 
regular season record. Then, 
the team, behind . memorable 
performances by Rodgers, went 
on the road in the playoffs to win 
three tough games and make it 
to the Super Bowl in Dallas. 
The Steelers' road to the 
Super Bowl may have been as 
tough, if not tougher. Their star 
QB, Ben Roethlisberger, had to 
sit out for the team's first four 
regular-season games due to 
an investigation after he was 
accused of sexually assaulting a 
20-year-old woman. Luckily for 
the Steeler's, their defense, led 
by linebacker' James Harrison 
and safety Troy Polamalu, often 
made it look as if they don't 
even need a quarterback. Still, 
back-up QBs, Charlie Batch and 
Dennis Dixon, filled in nicely in 
Ben's absence. 
The team bounced back 
after tough losses to the New 
England Patriots and the New 
York Jets, and eventually, 
beat New York in the AFC 
Championship. game to advance 
to the Super Bowl. 
Both teams are writing 
intriguing story lines, but in 
the end, only one will walk 
away with the hardware. Come 
Sunday, I will be rooting for the 
green and yellow cheese-heads 
of Green Bay and here's why: 
Aaron Rodgers. Both teams 
are tough. Yes, Pittsburgh has 
the experience, but Green Bay 
has the more dynamic offense. 
Pittsburgh might just edge out 
Green Bay on defense. But 
Aaron Rodgers, however, is the 
guy you want to root for . 
" Aaron-- . Rodgers·,. <- was CT .. 
drafted by a team that was, at 
the time, being led by a future 
hall of farner. He waited his 
tum, he never complained, 
and he stuck it out during the 
heated negotiations betWeen 
Brett Favre and th~ Green . Bay 
Packers, which held his career in 
limbo. He was eventually given 
the starting job and he accepted 
it with pride and humility. Then, 
in the midst of doubt from 
fans who did not know what 
to expect, and who feared that . 
the team had just committed a 
grave mistake, Rodgers came 
out and proved that he was 
a winner. 
Today, just days before 
the big game, most fans are 
simply astonished at what 
Rodgers has done this past 
season. He has shown maturity, 
leadership, composure, and most 
importantly, the attitude of a 
winner. But can Rodgers deliver 
when everything is on the line? . ":-
It's understandable that 
fans whose team did not make it 
to the big game are disappointed, 
but honestly, there's a lot to be 
thankful for at the stage that's 
being set up for this Clash of 
Titans. In the end, the best team 
will win. All we can hope for is 
a good game, good food, great 
commercials, and that next 
season comes quick - because 
at the start of the season every 
team is undefeated and the 
dream of Super Bowl glory is, 
as these two teams have proven, 
anyone's for the taking. 
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Not done fighting: 
NSU student trains to become Olympic boxer 
Wiitten bj!: 
KerenMoros 
Amateur boxer and freshman 
business administration major Steve 
Geffrard wants to make it to the top 
rung of the boxing ring. He's well on 
his way to getting there. 
Geffrard became interested in 
boxing at the Police Athletic League 
when he was 13. 
"I was going to play football 
and one of my friends told me I 
should go the PAL to lift weights," 
he said. "I was curious so I went to 
the boxing area and started jumping 
rope and I just fell in love with 
the sport." 
flis most recent success was 
being named Male Athlete of the 
Year by USA Boxing. Geffrard said 
some of the boxers who have won 
the title in the past were Olympians 
so he was proud to receive the award. 
"It was a blessing for me," he 
said. "And it's an invitation for me to 
work harder." 
He has also been named boxer 
of the year by UntilTheNextRound. 
com. In 2010, he won the USA 
Boxing National Championships. He 
also won the 2010 National Golden 
Gloves Championships and the 2010 
National PAL Championship. He is 
also a triple crown, meaning he has 
won tHree national · th1irti~ionshitJS: ::. 
He is the first in his weight class to ' 
become a triple crown in amateur 
boxing history. 
Steve Geffrard is a freshman business administration student He was recently named 2010 Male Athlete 
of the Year by USA Boxing, 
Geffrard is riow ';;spiring i6' go I was 14," he ' ~ald~ "I'm going in '~ , 
to the 2012 'Olyinp'ics. ' ,- - number one team for USA for the 
"It's ' something ' I'Ve bee~" " 2011 Olympic Thials,so it should b~' i , 
working for ever since I won my pretty exciting." 
first national championship when 
~ -c.~ TIICCUI"rent 
lILA Stu~ll Hun N;>I'r..p.a~ 01 tlQlltl ',(Jul/uu.tl·to IJn~/ep~ty 
T~ 1._ "'''"ltlnClu~.1I\e 8ulll0(0 n.",.. Veer In IC/IOOI, 11ft (It IIPIIIICtl)!.) 'nd t-melladd_ ~o. .1~bI. 
lor pu_Ion, Dtadlln .. for Jubnlllllng I.1!etI1O lIIe edl .... and 09'nlon COIu_ ,rel!>ul'lday 115 p,m,_the C""","_ notguaran ... pul)IIc:adon otany '-" under Iny d ..... ",.t""ooa Ind _lIIe rt~'" edit 
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Questions and Answers 
with Steve Geffrard 
In movie about your life, which 
actor would play you? 
Maybe Will Smith because 
he's been in boxing movies before. 
What is your favorite post-
workout meal? 
Steak - New York strip and 
chops. 
What is your workout schedule like? 
When I'm really getting 
ready for a big fight, I'll go to the 
Institute of Human Performance in 
the morning for an hour to do my 
strength conditioning workout. In 
the middle of the day, I'll do my 
regular boxing workout for about 
an hour and half or two hours. 
Then I'll go to the gym later in the 
evening for a sparring session. 
What three items would you bring 
with you to a deserted island? 
I'd bring my iPad if it works 
out there. I'd bring my running 
shoes and maybe water. 
What'syou~favorite hoxing~ovie? 
"Cinderella Man." That's a 
great,movie. 
What are some of the biggest 
myths about boxing? 
Most people think that 
boxers have a bad image like Mike 
Tyson or that boxing is a violent 
sport. Most of us boxers are really 
gentle and normal people. We're 
not violent or have any type of 
anger. We just do this for fun or 
for a living. 
What would you say is the secret 
to success? 
You have to work harder than 
your opponent. You have to put in 
the work. 
What's the best part of a boxing 
match? 
When they raise your hand at 
the end. 
Do you have any favorite boxers? 
I like Manny Pacquiao. 
This past summer, I was able to 
go to Dallas and watch him fight 
Antonio Margarito. 
What do you think is the secret of 
a boxing champion? 
You have to put in J1,ard )W;fil.li~, 
but boxing is 10 percent physical 
and 90 percent mental. It's very 
important to be mentally strong. 
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The do's for 
a night of 
karaoke 
Written by: 
Satnantha Harfenist 
Karaoke is ' known as a rip-
roaring, ear-splitting good time. 
Whether you're talented like Whitney 
Houston or skilled like Weird 
Al Yankovic, there's something 
exhilarating about getting up on 
stage, grabbing a plastic microphone 
and beltinKout your favorite song. 
.' D.o find a good venue. The first 
step is to research a bar in the area. 
South Florida's Singing Machine 
Co., and Southport Raw Bar have 
received great reviews. 
Do plan to be safe. It's best 
to start the night with a designated 
driver. I enjoyed one memorable 
night of karoake in NYC, but we 
made sure to have someone who 
wouldn't get too wild. You need to 
have a person who can remember 
your home address for the cab driver. 
Do choose the right song. The 
highlight of the night. Your tum. In 
The rule of choosing a song: 
if you're the rare person who is 
genuinely talented, sure, go for 
the songs that highlight your vocal 
talents. But if you're the more 
common screeching banshee that 
couldn't hit the proper note if your 
life depended on it, don't play it safe. 
I've found the most fun to be 
had is in singing a raunchy, no-holds-
barred song to really get the crowd 
going. Don't "go,Jor the 'over"dQne, 
Joufl1ey's, ~~Don't Stop ]3elieving.:' 
Go; ,for lJ1e ;qrq.~s an!i:. oh"so-Vlllgq.r 
Bloodhound Gang's "A Lap Dance 
is so Much Better When the Stripper 
is Crying." 
I've never gotten as many 
cheers as when I sang Bloodhound 
Gang's "You're ' Pretty When 
. I'm Drunk." 
Do have fun. At the end of 
the night, the most important thing 
to remember is: have fun. Give it a 
shot~ Don't get embarrassed. Oh, and 
if weren't able to find a deSignated 
your enthusiasm, don't forget to tum . driver and have to take a taxi home, 
the microphone on. The whole point 
is for the crowd to hear your talented, 
or not -so-talented voice. 
make sure to write your home 
address on a piece of paper to give to 
the cabby. 
SUTV lllovies: February edition 
Written by: 
Juan Gallo 
February may be a short month, 
but it's not short on love. 
Sharks United Television wants 
to make sure your February is full 
of fantastic entertainment as well as 
chocolate hearts and flowers. Here's 
a review of SUTV's February movie 
offerings. 
I can't think of a movie that 
says Valentine's Day better than 
"Easy A'~ - well, maybe the movie 
"Valentine's Day" but that's not 
playing this month. Instead, SUTV 
is offering this film starring the 
beautiful, Emma Stone, in her Golden 
Globe nominated performance as the 
high school girl reaping the benefits "Easy A" starring Emma Stone is featured on this month's SUTV listings. 
of a fictitious sexual exploit. Loosely 
based on the novel, "The Scarlet 
Letter," Olivia (Stone) tells a white 
lie about losing her virginity and 
then sells similar fibs to students 
who want to appear like they have 
lost their virgin cards. This romantic 
comedy is entertaining and includes 
a brilliant comedic performance by 
the quickly-rising Stone. 
For a change of pace, there is, 
"The Legend of the Guardians: The 
Owls of Ga'Hoole," and "The Girl 
Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest." The 
former is directed by ' Zak Snyder 
of "300" and "Watchmen" fame, 
and develops around a young owl 
who leads an army of Guardians in 
a battle against the evil owl army 
seeking to take over. With beautiful 
animation, .this w~s OJ,lgof the best 
animated films of 2010.: I ,l. ,__ _ 
1>:, "The Girl ,,Whg "; Ki,ck,.e(i, ., Ute 
Hornet's Nest" is a Swedish film 
adapted from the renowned novel by 
Stieg Larsson, about a troubled girl 
who is attempting to free herself of a 
murder accusation. She does this with 
the help of reporter Mikael Blomkvist. . 
The novel and the movie were such 
successes that there is an Ameri-
can remake of the film underway. 
Tuesday 2.1 
While the previous films do 'of bank robbers who decide to tak 
nothing for the celebrated, hallmark- on one last job, which is meant t 
created, holiday that surrounds this set them up for life. The acting, tl1 
short month, these next two don't story and the action make this or 
help either. They are "Lottery Ticket" of the smartest and most satisfyin 
and "Hotel Rwanda." In "Hotel 
Rwanda," Don Cheadle fantastically 
portrayed Paul Rusesabagina, a 
Rwanda man who risked his life by 
hiding Tutsi refugees in the hotel he 
managed during their struggle against 
the Hutu militia. It's a heartbreaking, 
yet inspirational story of heroism 
and triumph. 
"Lottery Ticket" takes a serious 
look at the ridiculous events that 
might follow if an average Joe were 
to suddenly win the lottery. Needless 
to say people go crazy. "Lottery 
. Ticket" . stars -Btlw Wow as well as 
a hilarious line-up· of comedians 
.like Mike , Epps,Bill Bellamy, and 
Charlie . Murphy. I suppose if you 
won the lottery and it was Valentine's 
Day you could buy a lot of candy -
think about that. 
Finally, my recommendation 
for the movie you should watch is, 
"The Town," directed by and starring 
Ben Affleck. This crime drama set 
in Boston tells the tale of a group 
crime movies of the year and Jerem 
Renner, who was nominated for 
Golden Globe for his role as one ( 
the bad guys, brings the goods. 
There is also ' "To Kill 
Mockingbird," the 1962 contrl 
versial film, which dealt with racis 
in the South and is hailed as one ' 
the best movies of all time. If y( 
feel that none of these choices ha' 
the sufficient amount of adrenalil 
and testosterone that you look for 
movies, there's also "Salt." "Sal 
features Angelina Jolie as a spy doil 
what she likes to do best; jumpiJ 
9,fi. ,Qf,cars, swinging off ropes, al 
shoo~ng guns. ,c '. 
There's something for everyo 
in this month's selection of filn 
except maybe for Cupid, w 
probably wishes that "Love Star 
or "Titanic" wa's playing. 
-
-
Thursday 2.3 
Jimmy Eat World* 
Revolution Live in Ft. Lauderdale 7 p.m. 
Judy Drucker Presents: Les Ballets 
Trockadero de Monte 
Carlo The Fillmore in Miami 
Beach 8 p.m. 
Young Frankenstein 
(Feb. 1 st - 6th) Kravis Center in West 
Palm Beach 8 p.m. 
(Feb. 1 st - 6th ) 
Sunlife Stadium in Miami 
Various times 
Wednesday 2.2 
Vatican Splendors: Journey 
Through Faith & Art Museum of 
Art in Ft. Lauderdale 11 a.m. 
The Tales of Hoffman Adrienne Arsht 
Center/ Zift Ballet Opera House in Miami 
8 p.m. 
Chamber Orchestra Kremlin: 
Tchaikovsky's Serenade Adrienne Arsht 
Center/ Knight Concert Hall in Miami 8 p.m. 
'!Iait . t wUl ," 
dont tell r1ef 
Adrienne Arsht Center/ Zift Ballet Opere 
House in Miami 7:30 p.m 
Friday 2.4 
Yonder Mountain String Band* 
Revolution Live in Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m. 
Saturday 2.5 
Penn and Teller Hard Rock in Hollywood 
8p.m. 
Diana Krall 
BrowardCenter for 
the Performing Arts in 
Ft. Lauderdale 8 p.m. 
Sunday 2.6 
Miami Heat vs. Los Angeles Clippers 
AmericanAirlines Arena in Miami 12 p.m. 
'Call into shows on RadioX every day to win free tickets to the: 
events. For more information. contact RadioX at (954)-262-84 
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"No Strings Attached" ties you 
up with humor 
~0itten by: 
Alyssa Sterkel 
If you've seen the preview 
for "No Strings Attached," you 
know the movie. Two single people 
trying to have a friends-with-benefits 
relationship, but surprise, they end 
up falling for each other. Fortunately, 
though, the previews don't give away 
the funny moments or mushy lines . 
between Adam (Ashton Kutcher) 
and Emma (Natalie Portman). 
The movie begins with Adam 
and Emma meeting at various times 
in their lives, like at camp in middle 
school and at a college frat party. 
They never date, or even kiss, until 
Adam drunk-calls Emma and wakes 
up on her couch. At Emma's request, 
the two start their "sex friendship." 
They do not hold hands, go on 
dates or eat breakfast together; they 
simply have sex. Their "friendship" 
continues in many rooms and across 
various surfaces until Adam falls in 
love with Emma and Emma panics. 
Adam (Kutcher) and Emma (Portman) share a bedtime snack in "No Strings Attached." 
Like most romantic comedies, 
the movie is a bit predictable, yet the 
storyline hasn't been written before. 
Since when has Hollywood produced 
a romantic comedy entirely about;ex 
. buddies? The script opens the door 
to' a light -hearted movie that : keeps 
the audience laughing ' throughOut. 
The trailer doesn't give away all 
the jokes or the one-liners that 
leave you thinking, "Did he really 
just say that?" 
Be forewarned, if you bring 
your mom or little sister to the 
movie, you may shift uncomfortably 
in your seat at times. The movie is 
rated "R" for a reason; not for the 
sex, but for what comesouV of the 
character's inouths:" 
These characters, -like Wallace 
~!; Shop , P",tidp,,, ' Conunumty . Info· 
Threadless is a community-based company that prints 
awesome designs created and chosen by you! 
-
This week's new designs! 
Threadless.com offers users the opportunity to submit T-shirt designs for a chance to earn up to $2,500. 
Written by: 
Juan Gallo 
Do you feel originality lack-
ing in your life? Don't despair. 
Threadless.com may not be able to 
help you with your personality, but it 
can help you sport a unique shirt that 
will make you stand out above the rest. 
Threadless.com is an online 
store that brings you original T-shirts 
designed by graphic designers all 
over the country. You could even 
design your own shirt and get paid for 
it. Yes. You read that right. Anyone 
can submit cool or clever designs. 
These designs are then voted on by 
the "threadless" community and if 
your design scores high enough, 
threadless.com will buy your design 
and pay you $2,500 dollars. Not a 
designer? You can also make money 
($500 dollars) by submitting slogans, 
which other designers may use. 
If you're not into designing 
and just want to have everyone stare 
at your witty T-shirt and tell you 
how uniquely awesome you are, 
then just shop around. Don't worry. 
"Threadless" shirts tend to be wallet-
friendly. New designs usually go for 
about $20, but they have sales all the 
time where those prices drop down 
to $5 for select designs. 
Need more than a T-shirt? 
Threadless.com also has hoodies, 
totes, thermos, and even iPhone 
cases with beautiful original designs. 
There are items for men, women, 
kids - you name it. 
Threadless.com is also a fun 
community of creative people. You 
can spend all day just voting on other 
people's submissions or participating 
in the site's design challenges; which 
also have monetary rewards. Then, 
when your T-shirts get delivered, 
you can take a picture of yourself 
wearing it. This picture will go on 
the Web site and you'll get a $1.50 
credit toward your next purchase. 
How awesome is that? 
So, what are you waiting for? 
Head over to threadless. com and 
look good, feel good, and get paid 
for doing so if you want. It'll make 
your heart happy and your body 
happy because, as their slogan says, 
you'll be "nude no more." 
(Ludacris), who owns the bar Adam 
frequents, add their own depth and 
texture to the movie. This is due 
to the script written by Elizabeth 
Meriwether and Michael Samonek 
(Table for Three). They may have 
kept to some of the cliches that have 
become part of romantic comedies, 
but they steered away from flat , 
'charaC2ters and overused pick -up lines. . 
But ultimately, who doesn't ' 
. mind stilrihg at N atwe Portman and , 
Ashton Kutcher for 110 minutes, 
though this time it's not just for their 
good looks and charming smiles. 
Portman won Best Actress for 
"Black Swan" at this year's Golden 
Globes and she brings her award 
winning talents to this movie. She's 
rigid yet charismatic, making the 
audience want her to change her 
,stubborn ways and fall for Adam 
like he has fallen for her. Together 
with : Portman, . Kutcher "brings 
worthy acting to the screen as he 
creates a character with childish 
tendencies and adult-like humor 
that is ultimately adorable when his 
character falls for Portman's. 
"No Strings Attached" is pro-
bably not the movie you'll watch and 
then re-watch several times before it 
releases on DVD. However, if you 
want some laughs, yotI'll get them 
with this movie. 
"Kiss Each Other Clean": 
A new- frontier for Iron & Wine 
Wiitten by: 
Juan Gallo 
Not everyone handles change 
well. Some people prefer to be 
in control, to have everything 
organized just the way they like it, 
and to know what to expect. Those 
people are probably not going to like 
the new Iron & Wine album, "Kiss 
Each Other Clean." 
After three studio albums, "The 
Creek Drank the Cradle," "Our 
Endless Numbered Days," and, "The 
Shepherd's Dog," fans may have 
become accustomed to Sam Beam's 
( singer/songwriter) soft, almost 
whispering, poetic lyrics. They may 
have also gotten used to the mellow, 
effortless, finger-picked guitar that 
accompanied those lyrics, which 
made hearts melt. However, on this 
fourth album, "Kiss Each Other 
Clean," Beam puts a twist on his 
classic songwriting cocktail. 
The twist is pop. At least this 
is the approach the songwriter had 
in mind when putting together the 
songs that make up the album. 
However, this doesn't mean you're 
gonna be hearing his songs on the 
radio next week competing with 
Usher and Lady Gaga. 
From listening to the album, 
I would say that Beam just wanted 
to eXPilIld his songwriting canvas 
by taking a new approach that 
might reach a wider audience. After 
all, despite the fact that he's been 
Sam Beam a.k.a. Iron & Wine's new album "Kiss Each Other Clean" features a pop sound. 
recording for almost 10 years, Iron 
& Wine is still not a household name. 
The first change you'll 
notice after pressing play will 
be the fullness of the effects and 
instruments that surround Beam's 
beautiful lyrics and voice. Those 
two things have not changed at all. 
The lyrics are still as thoughtful, 
insightful, and mesmerizing as they 
were in "Flightless Bird, American 
Mouth," "The Trapeze Swinger," 
and "The Sea and the Rhythm." 
The difference is that now there 
is an array of powerful sounds 
and rhythms that move in perfect 
communion with the words. Those 
that can embrace this change will be 
able to see how perfectly Beam has 
been able to perform this balancing 
act - balancing the great things he's 
always done with a new vehicle in 
which to transport his message to the 
world. 
At times, these new sounds are 
quirky and spacey, as in the second 
track, "Me and Lazarus." Suddenly, 
some horns break through the 
instrumental gap between verses and 
fill the track with a jazzy feel. By 
the third track, "Tree by the River," 
(a wonderful song whose steady 
bass drum keeps a persistent upbeal 
tempo bumping throughout) you 
realize that in past records Beam wa! 
like a painter creating masterpiece! 
with one color. Now, he's using thl 
whole palatte to paint his lyrica 
landscapes that come to life iI 
your mind. 
My only criticism of "Kis: 
Each Other Clean" is that Beam dil 
not include the song "Biting You 
Tail," which is a masterpiece. It': 
worth looking for and downloading 
Besides that, this album is a work 0 
brilliance and Sam Beam proves tha 
he truly is one of the finest Americru 
songwriters of the time. "Kiss Eac 
Other Clean" is out now. 
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New MTV show "Skins" 
. stereotypes teens to 
parents and predators 
Written by: 
Sanlantha Harfenist 
"Skins" is a new MTV show, which 
portrays the story of nine teenagers, most of 
whom are extremely promiscuous and heavy 
drug users. Having seen the first episode, I can 
tell you that it premiered with a bang. Literally. 
The show has a TV-MA rating. But I'm 
fairly certain that, if played in the theaters, it 
would be rated R. With programs like "Gossip 
Girl" on the air, the borderline show-it-all 
program wouldn't make "Skins" stand out, 
except for one tiny detail: the show represents 
underage teenagers. Some cast members are 
under the age of consent. One actress is only 
15-years-old. 
Some of the cast members said that the 
show pushes the boundaries of what they're 
comfortable with. Yeah, coming from children, 
I'm not comfortable with that statement. 
While it's not new to cast underage stars 
in TV shows for somewhat risque scenes, take a 
gander at what they film. It's pretty graphic, even 
if it is make-believe. It's borderline smut and, 
considering one of the actresses is 15, I cringe 
to think of what future episodes hold for her. 
A memorable scene from the premiere 
I occurred when one of the teens went diug- .' 
hunting to an upscale house chock full of 
hookers and drug dealers. As the middle-
aged dealer grabbed his testicles in a death 
grip, claiming the reproductive organs as 
collateral for the loan of four ounces of 
marijuana, hookers moaned and screamed in 
the background. 
Think about the idea that the actor a 
is 16-years-old. Then think about sexual, 
predators out there who are watching 
this 16-year-old character get groped and 
threatened to the background music of most 
porn movies. Are you uncomfortable yet? 
One of the stars, Sofia Black-d'Elia, 
claimed the drug use and abundance of sexual 
activity featured on the show is something that 
all teenagers can relate to. But she contradicted 
herself when she said that the show isn't about 
those things, rather it's about friendship and 
growing up. 
I concede, this behavior goes on everyday 
allover the country. What I don't agree with 
is that this is educational or appropriate. 
Much like the perverse child beauty pageants, 
pedophiles can get a graphic weekly dose of 
kids bumping and grinding on each other, 
including a girl who's not even old enough to 
have a driver's license. 
I also object to the notion that most 
kids from middle-class families act this 
way. I didn't. My. sister doesn't. My cousins 
don't. Stereotyping today's teens as slutty 
drug abusers is ridiculous and insulting. I 
understand it's for entertainment, but don't 
attempt to justify it by claiming it's the norm. 
MTV defends the show, claiming it falls 
within boundaries of the law. Yeah, Amazon 
used dlat justification with last year's posting 
of the book "The Pedophile's Guide to Love 
and Pleasure," a disgusting how-to guide that 
taught predators how to target and seduce 
children, on its Web site. 
MTV went on to say the show is a way of 
educating parents on what their teenagers are 
doing. Of course, because MTV is the channel 
of choice for most parents. There are more 
informative sources than a fictional television 
show iliat caU - educate parents on their 
teenager's behavior. HelpForTroubledTeens. 
net has a helpline, which offers ways to aid 
parents of wayward teens. 
Judging by the strong negative response 
the show has been getting, people aren't 
getting that message. With Wee episodes 
already filmed, the producers have had time to 
change ilie structure of the program to reflect 
iliat message. But no such luck. 
MTV's true message is clear. Sex sells. 
And, as long as "Skins" continues to draw in 
an audience for them, MTV doesn't care who 
it attracts, even if sexual predators receive the 
dangerous message that underage children 
love to get high and screw everyone in sight. 
So, before you go justifying "Skins'" 
graphic portrayal of teen life, think about what 
it's telling predators everywhere about your 
sister, brother or child. 
Did you know 
that athletes do 
good things, too? 
Written by: 
Juan Gallo 
Did the headline of this story shock you? 
You may find it unbelievable. However, it's true. 
And your disbelief is understandable. 
The media would have us all believe 
that athletes are nothing more than meatheads 
who go around killing dogs, sending pictures 
of ilieir genitals to women, and splurging on 
prostitutes behind their pregnant wives' backs 
(Wayne Rooney, I'm talking to you). 
All of these things are true. But, there are 
athletes out there who do no such iliings. Why 
don't we hear about these athletes? These are 
heroes and role models. These are the ones 
whose mundane, yet unselfish, and often 
, philanthropic acts, should be praised, reported, 
and talked about at the water cooler. Yet, can 
you name five sports stars who've donated 
thousands of dollars to charity? I didn't dUnk so. 
For example, did you hear about Eli 
Manning? OK, so the Giants lost in heart-
breaking fashion to the Eagles ' and did not 
make,the playoffs iliis year, Eli Manning is the 
quarterback, the leader, and the highest paid 
player on the team. Of course you expect him 
to act like a baby, throw a hissy fit, and curse 
out reporters. Let's not forget the timeless 
tradition of getting drunk,crashing his car into 
a police vehicle and getting arrested. But tha,t's 
not what Eli did. 
Manning reported for his press 
conference, as usual. He was calm, quiet, 
patient - even humble. There was only one 
problem. The press was nowhere to be found . . 
Still, this wasn't Eli's problem; he had a job to 
do. Eli Manning waited until finally one person 
showed up. It was someone who looked like an 
amateur college student, toting a backpack and 
notepad. Eli then approached the podium and 
let the young man fire away. 
Did you hear aboutdUs? 
If you did, it's possible that you ridiculed 
Eli's humility like ESPN's football analysts 
did. They actually insinuated Manning was 
above that and iliat he didn't have to wait 
around to answer one person's questions. 
So now we want athletes to ignore their 
responsibilities?Whatis wrong with this world? 
How about this one? Did you know that 
every ye'ar, LaDainian Tomlinson, running 
back for the New York Jets, personally 
passes out holiday meals outside of a Wal-
Mart parking lot? Or that his Touching Lives 
Holiday Program gives away more than 2,100 
books, toys and videos to children at local 
hospitals? Probably not. The cont~oversy­
loving media didn't have time to share that 
story in between reporting on how much the 
Patriot's players hate the Jets, or how Brett 
Favre is still undecided 'about his retirement. 
We know one thing for certain; we can't 
control the biased media. They're going to 
report what gets iliem the most ratings. So, 
when Tiger Woods is getting ready to tee up 
again this year, get ready for coverage on his 
harem of extramarital floosies. And how the 
best golfer in the world is going to attempt to 
overcome all iliat "adversity." 
Just remember, you can control what you 
watch and what your kids watch. And you can 
decide which athlete they're going to look 
up to. Will it be ilie one having pa,rties and 
getting DUI's after winning the Superbowl? 
Or will it be the one who lost the Superbowl 
but congratulated every player on the opposing 
team and held his head up ~gh wiiliout 
destroying his character? It's your choice. 
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They're more important things to 
worry about than mobsters 
Written fry: 
Sam.antha Harfenist 
On Jan. 20, the federal 
.government, in conjunction with 
local law enforcement, arrested 127 
mafia members in New York, New 
Jersey and Rhode Island. They were 
charged with federal crimes such as 
conspiracy, arson, extortion, drug 
trafficking, illegal gambling, labor 
racketeering and multiple counts 
of murder. 
Really? This is what the federal 
government believes is the most 
pressing issue concerning the people 
of our nation? 
According to U.S. Department 
of Justice, almost half of all 
stalking victims are 18-29 years 
old and an alarming 13 percent of 
them live on college campuses. A 
survey conducted on 32 colleges 
and universities discovered another 
disturbing trend concerning sexual 
assault. It found that, of the 52 
percent of sexual assault victims 
who are attacked yearly, almost 82 
percent happened on campus. Still 
spend our tax dollars hunting down 
the Gambino family-wannabes? 
It's not a pretty picture for those 
of us who commute to school, either. 
The F.B.I. reported that, in 2009, 
murder rates increased nationwide 
from the year before. Although, rape 
remained steady at 1.2 percent, that 
really doesn't make me feel any 
better. I'm sure my single and non-
single ladies agree. 
Want to argue that? I can attest 
to crime expanding its hold on 
our neighborhoods. Last May, my 
friends and I were walking home 
after seeing a movie and were almost 
attacked by a man with a knife and 
gun on the Upper East Side of NYC. 
Even traveling in packs with 
a guy who looks like he could play 
for the Miami Dolphins doesn't 
deter criminals from violence. Not 
too long ago, it was perfectly safe 
to walk down 81st and Madison at 
2 a.m. to drop off a movie at your 
local video store. My legion of 
think local law enforeement-should ' ,. 'family members, 'who are scattered 
The FBI arrested 127 mafia members for murder and racketeering charges. 
over the Upper East Side, used to do 
the same. 
Now, we use a taxi once it gets 
dark. NYC may still have mafia 
members, but I've never been scared 
to be out walking past sunset because 
of John Gatti's "associates." 
Don't get me wrong. This is a 
win for the government. But not so 
much for the everyday citizen. The . 
rapists and pedophiles do. 
Remember Ted Bundy, the 
sociopath who brutally raped 
two FSU sorority members and 
murdered two more? A serial killer 
targeting college students frightens 
me more than a mobster who collects 
gambling debts. I don't gamble, but I 
do walk alone to my car. at night after 
class. 1'd really prefer the local police 
mafia doesn't target the average focus on potential . serial killings 
Joe . Schmoe like serial killers, i . than hunting mafia arson cases. 
COURTESY OF NYDAILYNEWS.COM 
Think about this: are you more 
worried about South Florida's Tony 
Soprano or the next Ted Bundy 
stalking the dorms at night? Ponder 
that when you're laying in bed at 
night in your dorm room or walking 
to your car after night classes. Don't 
blame this Sam for making you 
paranoid. Blame Uncle Sam. 
On the Scene 
As told to: 
Annarely Rodriguez 
Anyone can be a hero. A hero can be a parent, teacher, athlete or movie star. It just has to be someone we admire and inspires us to be the best we can be. 
Who is your hero and why? 
"My son because he's 24 and he hasn't given me any 
trouble. He's honest, reliable and humble." 
Patricia Bryan, graduate student in the Fischler School 
of Education and Human Services 
"My dad because not a single day goes by when I don't 
ask him a big question." 
Chelsea Willis, junior marketing major 
"My brother because he looked out for me as a 
younger child." 
Mohammed Elcheorafa, freshman biology major 
"My mom because she's very driven but very patient 
and her motto is there's a solution to every problem." 
Joseph Acosta, junior biology major 
"My dad because he has done many things that 
impress me." 
Maxo Civil, first-year nursing student 
"My grandfather because he came from nothing and 
became extremely successful." 
Victor Serabian, second-year law student 
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